Lighting Design, from Concept to Stage | Workshop session 1

Event time: Friday, March 29, 2024 - 12:30pm to 2:00pm
Location: Off Broadway Theater (OBT) See map [1] 41 Broadway
New Haven, CT 06511

Event description:
Join UP Peer Mentors Forrest Hutchison and Corinne Evans for a workshop on all things lighting design! This three-part workshop is designed to be accessible to beginning designers or designers who hope to elevate their work in both the residential college theaters as well as spaces such as the TAPS black box theater and Yale School of Drama spaces.

The workshop will be held over three 1.5-hour blocks, each addressing distinct topics:
Friday afternoon:
- Introduction to the Process of Designing Lights for a Production (30 mins)
- Creating a Design Concept (30 mins)
- Technical Introduction to Lighting Fixtures (30 mins)

Workshop attendees are welcome to attend any or all of these blocks; attendees are not required to attend all three blocks.

Open to: undergraduate

Contact: Undergraduate Production
thomas.delgado@yale.edu [2]
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